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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to explore various possibilities of performing
online sentiment analysis and utilizing obtained information in stock
market prediction. Firstly, several tools and sources available for
sentiment analysis are presented and brief history of research related to
each tool is provided. Additionally, Google Trend model is designed to
evaluate whether information about searching volume of selected terms
can be used to predict future movements of S&P 500 index. Strategy
based on such model is implemented on historical data and its cumulative
return is compared to classical buy and hold strategy. Furthermore,
hypothesis whether it is possible to utilize publicly released news as a
leading indicator for future stock returns is tested. Lastly, process of
algorithmic sentiment analysis is described and its strengths and
weaknesses are assessed.
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Abstrakt
Cílem této práce je prozkoumat různé možnosti analýzy sentimentu a
využití informací díky ní získané při predikci na burze. Nejprve je
připraveno několik nástrojů a zdrojů pro analýzu sentimentu a je popsána
krátká historie výzkumu spjaté s každým tímto nástrojem. Poté je
sestaven model Google Trends a pomocí něho vyhodnocena možnost
predikování budoucího vývoje S&P 500 indexu na základě informací o
množství vyhledávání vybraných slov. Na základě tohoto modelu je
vytvořena strategie, která je testována na historických datech a její
úspěšnost je porovnána s klasickou buy and hold strategií. Dále je
testována hypotéza, jestli je možné využít veřejně dostupné zprávy jako
vedoucí indikátor pro budoucí pohyby ceny akcií. Nakonec je popsán
proces algoritmizace analýzy sentimentu a jsou zhodnoceny jeho silné a
slabé stránky.
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Description of the topic

The rise of social media and increased availability of data about the
volume of web searches provided businesses and marketers with a new
powerful tool for analyzing consumer preferences. However, the possible
application of data gathered from social media and web search engines is
much wider. This thesis will focus on testing to which extent these data
might help to predict stock market trends. Based on econometric analysis
estimating the relationship between various indicators from data and
stock market trends, author of the thesis will attempt to design simple
stock market algorithm and test the efficiency of this algorithm on
historical data.
Hypotheses
Is it possible to use data obtained from social medias to predict stock
market movements?
Is it possible to use data from web search engines to predict stock market
movements?
Does data combined from these two sources provide a useful tool which
can be incorporated in trading strategies?

Structure
1) Introduction into sentiment analysis and summary of data sources
available for the analysis
2) Study of various indicators obtained from data and suggestion of
possible links between these indicators and stock market fluctuations
3) Employing econometric analysis for testing statistical and economical
significance of these indicators in explaining stock market movements
4) Suggesting possible strategies to use relationships between available
data and stock market trends in trading
5) Back-testing of these strategies on historical data
6) Conclusion
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Introduction

Sentiment analysis, alternatively called opinion mining, is the field of study that
aims to analyze peoples attitudes and sentiments towards certain products, organizations, events or issues in general (Liu 2012). Despite the fact that endeavour
to ascertain information about public opinion has been in existence for centuries,
terms sentiment analysis or opinion mining appear perhaps for the first time in
early 2000s in studies of Nasukawa and Yi, respectively Dave, Lawrence and
Pennock (Nasukawa & Yi 2003; Dave, Lawrence & Pennock 2003). Sentiment
analysis therefore refers mainly to the use of natural language processing and
computational linguistics and for that reason development of sentiment analysis
is inherently closely related to the spread of Web 2.0, social media and generally
the greater involvement of the user in the process of creation of web content.
Since the spread in the beginning of the millennium, a variety of incentives to conduct a sentiment analysis has emerged. The greatest demand for opinion mining still exists among firms, which strive to assess consumer sentiment
towards existing or upcoming products and pinpoint their preferences. In this regard, sentiment analysis is able to serve to identify new opportunities and adjust
products according to consumer desires.
Apart from determining consumer attitudes, sentiment analysis is becoming increasingly important in studying developments in public opinion regarding
various political and social issues. In 2012, D. Maynard and A. Funk published
their paper exploring the possibility to extract information about public political orientation in the UK pre-election period in 2010 from the corpus of 1000
tweets (Maynard, Funk 2011). Similar efforts were repeated later by E. Colleoni,
A. Rozza and A. Arvidsson in the US political environment (Colleoni, Rozza &
Arvidsson 2014). Web-based companies like Sentdex keep track of developments
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in public sentiment towards issues such as abortion, capital punishment or clean
energy (Sentdex 2015). Opportunity to utilize such information by political parties without clearly defined political agenda in order to maximize its voters is
obvious.
Last decade witnessed a great surge of interest about sentiment analysis
among financial analysts and traders. Their enthusiasm is very understandable –
financial markets is an extremely competitive field and participants in trading are
ceaselessly trying to gain an advantage against others. Analysts are on the daily
basis attempting to overcome Efficient – market hypothesis which basically states
that it is impossible to beat the market because market efficiency results in share
prices reflecting all relevant information (Fama 1970). However, as share prices
largely reflect the sentiment about the future position of the particular company, it
is very appealing for analysts to incorporate opinion mining into their analysis.
Sources for financial sentiment analysis can be divided into three categories. The first option is to evaluate the public sentiment towards a particular
listed company, their upcoming products and decisions affecting consumers. The
second option considers current sentiment of financial analysts as a broad reflection of their opinions about the future development of the stock price. The last
approach is to analyze a vast amount of news pieces relating to the company, evaluate whether they are positive or negative and assess the future consequences of
such news on the company economic results.
The purpose of this thesis is to introduce the reader to various tools for
online sentiment analysis, evaluate its applicability to financial markets analysis
and consider its pitfalls.
The thesis is organized in the following way. In Chapter 2 basic tools
for sentiment analysis are introduced and the strengths and perils of their use are
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considered. Chapter 3 is devoted to the summary of the previous research that
has been conducted on the sentiment analysis in the context of financial markets.
Chapter 4 presents a real example of utilizing analysis by extracting public sentiment about its general economic well-being and employment of such sentiment
in the prediction of future S&P 500 index development. Chapter 5 is devoted to
the online news analysis, which requires automated computational methods. Examples of such analysis and potential drawbacks are presented. Finally, Chapter
6 provides conclusions obtained throughout the thesis.

2

Tools and Sources for Online Sentiment Analysis

In this chapter, a variety of tools and data sources for online sentiment analysis applicable for financial markets will be introduced. Additionally, suitability of each
tool for different goals of our analysis as well as drawbacks inherently connected
with such analysis are evaluated.
Origins of sentiment analysis in finance can be traced back to early 2000s,
its reach and impact however became much greater after 2005 with the boom of
social media, microblogs and greater accessibility of data about user searches.
Skyrocketing amount of available data about user activity on the internet and increased computational power have enabled analysts and traders to achieve sufficient speed and precision to evaluate sentiment fast enough to be of use in the
hectic pace of stock markets. Nowadays, tools and methods are in existence to relatively precisely pinpoint both public and analysts sentiment and in addition there
are many programmes to automatically draw sentiment from online text news.
The probably easiest and quickest way how to estimate public sentiment
and possibly observe changes in its tendencies is provided by Google Trends.
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Google Trends is a website directly under the auspices of Google, which was
founded in 2004 and since then offers for free data about relative frequency with
which users of Google search for various terms. As user searches somehow reflect
the interest of a particular user about a particular topic, issue or product, cautious
analysis of searching volume as a whole can certainly provide some infomation
about trends in public attitudes and sentiment. Google Trends and its possible use
in finance world is therefore described in the first part of this chapter.
Among all social media, StockTwits is the most popular in the community
of financial analysts and traders. This website, launched in 2009, unites the people sharing thoughts and ideas about a company and the stock. Users themselves
mark their message regarding particular company either positive or negative and
aggregate sentiment indicator about that company is then automatically calculated by the website. As users of StockTwits are generally either people directly
involved in trading on stock markets or enthusiasts with at least some knowledge
about stock market, this sentiment indicator might be regarded approximation of
sentiment of stock market participants. Consequently, as market participants directly influence the share price by increasing demand or supply, an opportunity
for analysts to utilize such sentiment indicator arises. Second part of this chapter
is therefore devoted to StockTwits and other social media or forum based sources
capturing the sentiment of the experts.
The last part of this chapter introduces some tools and sources for online
news analysis. In such efforts, ability to analyse quickly often only piecemeal
information is crucial. Some information about basic tools how to aggregate news
pieces, as well as how to extract sentiment is provided, accompanied with outline
of perils associated with online news sentiment analysis.
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2.1

Google Trends

Google Trends, a publicly accessible web facility managed by Google Inc. based
on Google Search, provides statistics about user searches. Since its launching
version, the website underwent extensive revamping, some features were added
and graphical inference changed significantly, but the essence of the website is
still the same – it allows users to enter a phrase and immediately observe the
graphs of how much people searched for this phrase using Google throughout
time. Additionally, it shows how the searching volume differs across regions.
As Google is nowadays by far the most used search engine, Google Trends
basically provides information about what people are searching for on the internet.
Possible benefits of utilizing such information are vast and transcend limits of a
single industry. Knowledge about what people are searching for is utilized heavily
in marketing. Firms can not only observe how popular their product currently is,
but also plan their strategy and think of new products which would be preferred in
current market situation.
However, utilization of Google trends is applied in many other areas. J.
Ginsberg et al. provided evidence that searching volume of influenza related terms
can be used as a predictor of actual spread of influenza in near future and governments can consequently use this information to increase medical supply and
implement others measures to prevent epidemic (Ginsberg et. al 2009). Social
scientists have evaluated the change in racial and religious prejudice and public
perception of homosexuals using data from Google trends, such as searching volume of word nigger or other pejorative terms (Stephens – Davidowitz 2012).
Researchers have also become interested in using Google Trends as a tool
for prediction. Specifically, a group of researchers from Wellesley College examined Google Trends data about how much candidates for U.S. Congress elections
5

are searched for (Lui et al. 2011). Consequently, they attempted to utilize such
information and determine its power in prediction. However, they conclude that
the data successfully predicted outcome of elections only in 33,3 % of cases in
2008 and 39 % in 2010, so Google Trends does not provide better results than
traditional forecasting methods or even random choice.
The possibility of utilizing Google Trends as a prediction tool was however not refused by other researchers and professionals. On the contrary, Google
Trends soon gained a lot of attention in the community of stock market specialists
and enthusiasts. The development of research about possibility of using Google
Trends as a stock market predictor is described in more detail in the following
chapter. The real example of using Google Trends data in prediction of S&P index is included in the Chapter 5.

2.2

Social Media and Forums

Rise of social media and generally the birth of Web 2.0 which allows the creation
and exchange of user-generated content sparked revolution in the sentiment analysis. Naturally, social media supporting sharing of peoples thoughts and feelings
toward basically anything imaginable gained attention of professionals and enthusiasts in sentiment analysis since its beginnings. However, after a user base of
pioneers of social networking Friendster and MySpace diminished and massive
inflow of users to Facebook and Twitter, sentiment analysis has been focusing
mainly on these two websites.
Facebook, currently with user base consisting of about 1.3 billion individuals, has become assuredly a number one source for sentiment analysis for marketing purposes. Nowadays, companies provide sentiment analysis tools capable
of classifying facebook posts related to particular topic, extraction of sentiment
6

from individual posts and consequent aggregation and computation of sentiment
indicator. Firms have been utilizing such information to estimate consumer climate, gather public sentiment about their products or to acquire inspiration for
future trends.
For utilization on stock market prediction Facebook posts however do not
seem to be particularly helpful. Miscellaneous intentions why particular users
mention specific terms in their post, as well as diversity of users knowledge about
that particular company of interest, cause it to be very hard to evaluate relevance
and pinpoint the overall sentiment.
Striving to achieve greater relevance of user shared posts for financial analysts and stock market traders, H. Lindzon and S. Macbeth co-founded the company StockTwits. StockTwits is a social media platform designed directly for
investors, analysts and traders to share their ideas and opinions about the stocks.
Involvement of field professionals ensures greater relevance and the system of assigning abbreviations of relevant companies to the user posts enhances the ability
of sentiment analysis tools to sort out messages and extract sentiment.
In March 2015, StockTwits accumulated more than 250000 users. StockTwits allows users to communicate in real time and with the use of CashTags assign their message to a particular company to which it is relevant. Stock owners,
potential buyers or even just enthusiasts can keep track of current development
in the sentiment of informed users. Additionally, contributors to StockTwits can
assign whether the sentiment of message is bullish or bearish, that is whether the
author of message believes that stock price of the company will increase in the
future (bullish) or decrease in the future (bearish). Such sentiment is aggregated
across all messages related to the company and total sentiment indicator is calculated. Users are then able to observe such sentiment and in addition to that,
observe how the sentiment has developed over the last 90 days.
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Many studies of how powerful the StockTwits sentiment is in the prediction of actual fluctuations in stock prices have been published. This is usually
done by computing the ratio of positive, bullish messages, and negative bearish
messages associated with particular stock on a particular day – StockTwits directly
offers percentages of bullish and bearish messages. Then, if sentiment indicator is
deemed to be powerful in stock market prediction, an increase in such ratio should
be followed by an increase in the stock price of the company. Alternatively, decrease in the ratio associated with the relative increase of bearish messages should
be followed by fall in the company stock price.
As mentioned before, StockTwits have soon after start awakened an interest of researches, who have examined its strengths in prediction. Some of those
studies are mentioned in the Chapter 3, which summarizes previous research.
Apart from StockTwits, few forums dedicated for those who are interested
in the stock market have been created – stockrants.com to mention at least one.
These forums unfortunately often lack the large user base comparable to StockTwits. Additionally, sentiment is not aggregated and calculated as in the case of
StockTwits, so for the purposes of determining the strength of such forums in the
stock market prediction, researchers are dependent on programming and scripting
automated tools.
Creation of such automated tools is quite similar to those utilized for news
sentiment analysis. It consists of decomposing each message to a set of words,
assigning the sentiment to each word and calculating the overall sentiment of the
message. Then, aggregated sentiment indicator is calculated as in the case of
StockTwits. The whole process of automatization is explained in the next subsection of this chapter dedicated to online news sentiment analysis, as well as in the
Chapter 5 which provides a real simplified example.
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2.3

News Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis of news articles is perhaps much more complicated than using
Google Trends or StockTwits and for that reason, research related to this field is
presumably less elaborated. This part of Chapter 3 is devoted to general issues associated with news sentiment analysis, obstacles which must be overcome and the
outline of the mechanism behind. Brief history of previous research is available
in the Chapter 4. Mechanism itself, as well as real simplified example of news
sentiment analysis is depicted in the Chapter 5.
News analysis has been particularly popular among stock market traders.
News articles related to a targeted company, such as annual earnings, acquisitions, mergers, results of competition of tenders or dividend announcements are
only some examples of news items that are useful for people involved in trading
stocks. Additionally, results of the company can be influenced by other news not
directly related to such company e.g. political news, news about general economic
prospects or announcements about new regulation. All such news might influence
decisions when trading in the stock market. It is crucial for a stock market participant to analyze such information quickly enough, so it can help to make good
trading decision before the market has time to adjust to such information.
After the spread of the internet, there has been a huge growth of available
textual news posted in the real time on various news servers. The task to manually
analyze such immense amount of information would be tiresome and protracted
even for a well trained individual. Subsequently, an urge to develop scripts able
to execute automated processing of text mining has appeared. However, as briefly
described in the next paragraphs and in the Chapter 5, there are several troublesome issues connected with automated news analysis.
First issue related to this field of interest is especially problematic - text of
9

news articles needs to be, in a sophisticated way, transformed into ordinal scale.
This is the process which is so often automatically performed by a news recipient.
A piece of news is received, interpreted and the overall idea about positiveness or
negativeness is created by a human brain. Human recipient would also be able,
with a certain precision, to order several messages according to positiveness or
negativeness with which a creator intended to release such piece of news, or even
to assign numbers to each news to capture its sentiment.
Teaching computers to calculate such sentiment is however rather complicated and text mining as a discipline is still in progress. Origins of text mining, a
field attempting to teach computers to automatically extract information from different written resources (Hearst 2003) or a set of linguistic, statistical and machine
learning techniques that model and structure the information content of textual
sources (Feldman 1995), reach back to 1980s. However, the rapid advancement
of the field has been enabled only in the last decade by advances in computational
linguistics and machine learning.
The second main issue with an automatic sentiment analysis of news is
stemming from a strong requirement to perform such analysis very quickly. To
put it in the context of financial markets, well educated and trained financial analysts and stock brokers are themselves able to evaluate news sentiment and assess
possible consequences for particular stock in a matter of minutes after a news release. Automated sentiment analysis executed by a computer can be meaningful
only if computer is able to obtain news, analyze it, determine strategy and then act
according to such strategy, all faster then human participants of the stock market
or alternatively, more precisely.
The combination of these two issues causes that news sentiment analysis
is still great challenge and polarizes professionals into two groups. Ardent proponents of text mining believe that the profession of financial analyst is in jeopardy
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and that the trading itself might eventually become a matter of machines. Opponents of sentiment analysis on the other hand claim that computers will never be
able to analyze all nuances of news articles with such precision as a human brain
is. However, one fact begs the question. At the time this thesis is written, some
news articles are already composed by computers. It is perhaps only logical that
computers will eventually become better analysts of such news.

3

Brief History of Field and Selected Previous Research

3.1

Text Mining and Sentiment Analysis

In this Chapter, some of significant previously conducted research is mentioned.
Firstly, brief summary of fundamental literature written on the topic of text mining
and sentiment analysis in general is provided. Then, outline of the literature and
research dedicated to specific tools and sources is given. Successively, studies of
effectiveness of Google Trends and StockTwits are listed, with a concise description of researchers goal, methods and conclusions. Finally, some studies devoted
to news sentiment analysis are mentioned. Nowadays, there is a plethora of books
and papers devoted to opinion mining and all of the above tools and only few have
been selected for the purposes of this thesis.
Text mining, or text analytics, can be considered as a field attempting to
find a solution to the problem of unstructured data. Roughly 80% of data utilized
by the enterprises is comprised of unstructured data (Grimes, 2007). Similarly,
traders and financial analysts need to riffle through and interpret an immense,
still increasing amount of data in a short period of time. Necessity to extract,
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categorize and classify information from unstructured data has been recognized
for few decades. First mention of such necessity can be found in the article A
Business Intelligence System written by H.P.Luhn. He describes an automatic
system able to:
“. . . utilize data-processing machines for auto-abstracting and auto-encoding
of documents and for creating interest profiles for each of the ‘action points’ in
an organization. Both incoming and internally generated documents are automatically abstracted, characterized by a word pattern, and sent automatically to
appropriate action points.” (Luhn 1958, p. 1)
However, it was only in mid 1990s when some sophisticated analytical
tools and techniques able to cope with unstructured data came into existence. Beginnings of text mining are tightly linked to developments of data mining and
computational linguistics. Early approaches would treat any source of text as
a “bag of words” (Grimes 2007). Additionally, some techniques were evolved
enough to handle variant word forms, abbreviations or plurals and count frequencies of such words throughout the text. Finally, computer programmes could attempt to classify text sources by topic.
Sentiment analysis, with its origins in early 2000s, had much more ambitious goals than just sorting of documents. First attempts to “teach” computers
how to evaluate overall sentiment of the text document or to pinpoint attitude of
the writer were realized.
In 2012, P. Turney presented a simple algorithm for classification of reviews as recommended or not recommended (Turney 2012). The author focused
on dividing phrases in review on positive or negative and then predicting whether
the review itself is positive or negative based on overall semantic orientation. Author himself states that accuracy ranges between 66% for movie reviews and 84%
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for automobile reviews.
In the same year another similar paper was published, in which B. Pang, L.
Lee and S. Vaithyanathan tested ability of machine learning techniques to capture
sentiment of movie reviews and capturing rather sentiment than only topic of the
text source became a desirable capability of automated algorithms (Pang, Lee
Vaithyanathan 2002).
Since 2002, a lot of effort was made to achieve greater precision in estimating the positiveness or negativeness of the text source. At this point, many
sentiment lexicons are available, providing sentiment for several thousands of
words – for example, Subjectivity Lexicon created by T. Wilson, J. Wiebe and
P. Hoffmann in 2005 assigns sentiment to about 8000 words (Subjectivity Lexicon 2015). The sophistication of such lexicons is essential to achieve greater
precision in prediction of sentiment of the whole text.
The evaluation of such precision itself is a relatively complicated task for
researchers. Basically, the accuracy of some system for sentiment analysis is how
much it is in agreement with human judgements. However, according to some
researchers, human raters agree in assessing the sentiment of reviews on average
only in 79% (Ogneva 2010). Subsequently, 70% accurate program is generally
considered to be acceptable and aiming at achieving 100% is rather extreme, as
humans would still disagree about 20% of the time.
As mentioned before, sentiment lexicons are nowadays quite well developed and applied research devoted to sentiment analysis focuses mainly on enhancing automatic algorithms. Scripts for opinion mining are currently available
for Python, R and other softwares. The mechanism for sentiment analysis with all
necessary steps and examples is presented in the Chapter 5.
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3.2

Google Trends

Given the great potential of Google Trends to estimate public sentiment and the
fact that stock prices loosely reflect such sentiment, it is only natural that Google
Trends soon gained attention of financial analysts and traders. Currently, there
are two prevalent approaches how to utilize information about public sentiment
obtained through Google Trends in stock market prediction.
The first approach consists of following searched volume related to particular listed firm and consequently, based on increase or decrease of these searches,
betting on or against an increase in prices of firms shares. However, conclusions
from previous research of effectiveness of such approach are rather negative. In
2010, Tobias Preis published research rejecting the power of Google trends in predicting movement of share prices based on examining sample of listed companies
(Preis 2010). Loughlin and Harnisch replicated similar research in 2013 jointly
with examination of predictive power of Stock Twits (Loughlin & Harnisch 2012).
Despite the fact that they found significant relationship between positive twitter
messages and increase in share prices, they found no significant relationship between price and Google trend itself.
These studies, despite their failure to establish direct relationship between
price and search volume, conclude that some useful relationship is present . Both
aforementioned authors found that, irrespective of the direction of price, Google
trends can be used to predict volume traded. That is, higher volume searched for
firms name leads to higher volume of either sales or purchases of firms stocks in
future.
A second approach attempts to predict general stock market trend. This
approach is based on keeping track of frequency of finance related terms searches
and based on this frequency predicting the general stock market trend. In 2013,
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Tobias Preis and his colleagues published yet another research paper devoted to
Google Trends and stock market prediction (Preis, Moat & Stanley 2013). Conclusion of the paper can be summarized by this citation:
”Debt was the most reliable term for predicting market ups and downs, the researchers found. By going long when ”debt” searches dropped and shorting the
market when ”debt” searches rose, the researchers were able to increase their hypothetical portfolio by 326 percent. In comparison, a constant buy-and-hold strategy yielded just a 16 percent return.” (Pappas 2013).
Extreme caution is required for proper interpretation of such relationship.
Clearly, there is not direct causal relationship between volume searched of term
debt and development of stock market. However, the relative frequency with
which people search for such term somehow reflects the public sentiment about
economic situation and changes in such sentiment are captured in the development
of share price.
The whole Chapter 4 is devoted to the real example of Google Trends sentiment analysis for prediction of stock market, in which the author of this thesis
attempts to replicate research done by Tobias Preis and his team. More information about data set, methodology and causality is included.

3.3

StockTwits, Microblogs and Online Forums

Despite the fact that trading on stock market is an extremely competitive field and
some see a stock market as a place where in order to someone earns a profit, other
market participant has to lose, online platforms devoted to sharing of information
and opinions about stocks has been in existence since mid 1990s.
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There, experienced traders and analysts could debate about future developments, adjust or confirm their beliefs, and even inexperienced stock market
newcomers could benefit from the opinions of more skilled participants. Soon, researchers have become interested in evaluating accuracy of aggregated sentiment
on such online platforms and assessing whether following strategy based on such
platforms results in successful trading yields.
Despite that such platforms for sharing existed since mid 1990s, notable
research papers emerged only in 2012. Namely, in March 2012, Ch. Oh and
O. Sheng published a study in which they investigated predictive power of microblogs in forecasting stock market (Oh & Sheng 2012). On the sample of about
72000 microblog posts, they found out that micro blogs do have predictive power
for market movements. Additionally, they discovered that this predictive power
is consistent with the underreaction hypothesis known from behavioral finance –
that people tend to get anchored by most significant events and in prediction, they
underreact (Shefrin 2000).
Other studies focused primarily on evaluating predicting power of StockTwits, which soon after its release in 2009 became dominant among platforms designed for sharing of knowledge and opinions about stocks. In 2012, N. Oliveira et
al. published a study evaluating possibility of prediction of stock market behavior
using StockTwits sentiment and posting volume (Oliveira et al. 2012). Authors
of these studies assessed the efficiency of two approaches – they tested predicting power of sentiment indicators in the prediction of future price movements and
predicting power of posting volume for forecasting volatility. Contrary to previous studies, they found no predicting power of sentiment indicators obtained by
StockTwits. They did however discover evidence that posting volume can improve
the prediction of trading volume, which is useful for measuring liquidity.
Researchers Loughlin and Harnish found opposite conclusion in their study
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published in 2012 (Loughlin & Harnish 2012). The authors found out that StockTwits data was significant in predicting Apple, Google and Microsoft stock returns. Because this data was lagged, StockTwits was shown to be leading predictor
of future stock returns.
As described in the previous paragraphs, conclusions of studies about predicting power of StockTwits differ across authors. Some conclude that StockTwits
sentiment indicator is not viable in prediction, others have found evidence it is
useful. Some researchers also found evidence that posting volume can serve as
a predictor for trading volume. The ambivalence of conclusions prods into doing
further, perhaps more robust, research.

3.4

News Sentiment Analysis

News related to a specific company, such as annual earnings, acquisitions, mergers, results of competition of tenders or dividend announcements directly affect
price of stocks. Additionally, conditions under which company operates could
be altered by various general economic, political or other news. Understanding
and good interpretation of such news is crucial task for financial analysts and
traders. Teaching computers to interpret such news faster and perhaps more precisely seems like an extremely difficult, yet alluring goal.
Despite the fact that news sentiment analysis is perhaps more challenging than sentiment analysis of online forums due to its dynamic nature, notable
papers on news sentiment analysis emerged sooner, first notable paper related to
financial markets written perhaps by P. D. Azar (Azar 2009). In this paper author
explores possibility to distinguish between positive and negative financial news.
Additionally, author attempts to utilize such polarity in order to predict market
returns. Study concludes that methods from machine learning are applicable for
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stock market prediction and algorithm developed by P. D. Azar does generate
positive returns when trading, but these returns are not high enough to outweigh
trading costs.
Other researchers attempted to further enhanced the algorithm for sentiment analysis in the context financial news and stock market prediction. Efforts
have been made to either improve a corpus of words with sentiment and take into
consideration rather phrases than individual words, or to propose a technique to
select proper sources of news and disregard irrelevant information. Lately, academics published a variety of manuals on implementing news sentiment analysis
in particular software, for example the one describing implementation in R written
by A. Nagar and M. Hahsler (Nagar & Hahsler 2012).
Chapter 5 is devoted to closer presentation of logic behind these algorithms
and assessment of possible risks associated with using strategies dependent on
sentiment analysis in trading.

4

Google Trends Example

In this section, real example of sentiment analysis realized by using historical data
from Google Trends will be presented. Author of this thesis will follow the work
of T. Preis, H. S. Moat and H. E. Stanley, who devoted their paper to examining
power of searching volume of particular queries in stock market returns prediction
(Preis, Moat & Stanley 2013). Namely, they analyzed the individual performance
of 98 search terms in the prediction of Dow Jones Industrial Average – stock
market index averaging prices of 30 significant stocks traded on New York Stock
Exchange and Nasdaq.
Example provided by the author will explore the prediction power of smaller,
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but perhaps more cautiously selected sample of query terms. In addition, the target of this example is not to evaluate the performance of trading strategy based
on a single word, but rather create a strategy based on a group of words. The key
object of this chapter is to adjust set of search terms in such way that it is more
robust in the prediction in the presence of various economic conditions caused by
diverse economic, social or political events or triggers.
Firstly, a basic logic behind using searching volume of queries is explained.
Additionally, information about dataset and methodology is included. Finally, results obtained through ordinary least square method are presented and strategies
developed from observation of such result are evaluated. Ultimately, conclusions
about using Google Trends in the stock market prediction are presented.

4.1

Theoretical background

Every active participant of a stock market has to make on a daily basis a myriad
of decisions based on the expectations about the possible future movements of
stock prices. Such expectations are partly established by evaluating economic
conditions under which particular company operates and sustainability of such
conditions in the future. Future is always at least partially shrouded in mystery,
however, there are some warning signs that can be considered.
Such warning signs typically change during the course of history and are
therefore itself hard to pinpoint exactly at the time of possible utilization – recent
Global Financial Crisis was triggered mainly by providing cheap loans to excessive amount of borrowers, overvaluation of bundled subprime mortgages and a deficiency of capital reserves held by banks and other financial institutions (Bianco
2008, Kamalodin 2012). One of the warning sings related to this particular financial crisis can be therefore increasing amount of debt. Building on that theory,
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such warning sign can be perhaps observed by the analysis of Google Trends – realistically, the searching volume of query debt positively correlates with the actual
amount of debt which is accumulating on the level of households, firms or states.
This is exactly logic which corresponds to the conclusions of the previously mentioned work of Tobias Preis and his colleagues. In fact, strategy based on tracking
down the searching volume of term debt and taking long positions in the case of
decrease in such volume and taking short positions in case of increase, has proven
in this study to be the most efficient. The altogether yielded profit of such strategy
employed over the period 2004-2011 is 326%, compared to 16% yielded profit
while using buy and hold strategy.
There is however a discernible problem with using such strategy. The term
debt was assessed as a good indicator of incoming difficulties ex post – previously
to year 2007 and the outset of the financial crisis, only a small percentage of
economists were aware of possibility of such difficulties related to the increased
amount of debt.
The intention of Google Trends analysis in this thesis is to select such
terms, which are, as a whole set, good indicators of virtually any incoming financial or economic troubles. This is perhaps too ambitious and cannot be achieved
with the complete trust, but author of this thesis believes that by examining historical events and circumstances preceding falls in stock market, relatively robust
set of query terms can be created.

4.2

Data set

Google trends currently offers search data ranging from 2004 to present which are
aggregated on a weekly basis. Searching volume is scaled - the week for which the
absolute searching volume was greatest is assigned with value 100. Additionally,
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amount of searches in remaining weeks is captured in the following way: weekly
values range from 0 to 100 and the scale is linearly proportionate – that is the
value 50 for instance reflects that users searched for the term twice as much as in
week with value 25 and twice less than in week with value 100.
Out of 98 terms used in the study of Tobias Preis and his team, terms
debt, unemployment, inflation, investment, stocks, profit, default and earnings are
selected. Terms debt, unemployment and default usually reflect some structural
problems of economy and are expected to be negatively correlated with the stock
market index. Increasing searching volume of terms investment, stock, earnings
or profit can be viewed as an indicator of positive sentiment among general public
and consequently among the participants of the stock market. Determination of
sentiment behind the increased or decreased searching volume of term inflation is
uncertain, on the one hand, increase in inflation can be potentially associated with
economic expansion and growth. On the other hand, excessive inflation leads to
instability which might lead to disruptions of smooth functioning of stock market.
Additionally, it is important to note that increased searching volume of term inflation does not necessarily mean that real inflation is increased – it only shows that
people are looking for such query more.
In addition to previously selected terms used by Preis and his team, 10
more terms are added. The first group of added terms includes words generally
describing severe financial and economic difficulties – crisis, crash, meltdown,
recession and depression. The intuition behind inclusion of such terms is plain
– increased volume of searches of such terms presumably reflects the increased
panic among the public active on the internet. Panic itself leads to even greater
panic, as some observers who are initially not disconcerted are affected by others
– in fact, research conducted by the New England Complex Systems Institute
has found out that the circumstance preceding to many stock market crashes is
the increased mimicry, that is when investors closely follow each others signals
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(Harmon et al. 2011). In the context of the internet and Google Trends application,
panic or simply strongly negative feelings about future economic development can
be captured by the elevated searching volume of above mentioned terms. Early
detection of such tendencies could be perhaps used as a predictive tool of future
panic and subsequent fall in the stock market.
The second group is created based on some empirically observed causes of
financial crises and stock market crashes and includes queries bankruptcy, speculation, instability, hyperinflation and embargo. These terms are incorporated into
analysis because presence of some terms or their combination was historically
observed on the eve of some economic or financial crisis. However, there is no
guarantee that future crisis has entirely different sources and prediction using such
terms might become fruitless. Table 4.1 below presents final list of words selected
for the analysis:

Table 4.1: Final list of words used in analysis
bankruptcy
inflation
profit
debt

investment

default

unemployment

stocks

earnings

speculation

embargo

meltdown

instability

crisis

recession

hyperinflation

crash

depression

In our analysis, data about searching volume for each term included since
January 2004 to April 2015 are employed. Data from Google Trends are quoted
weekly and are supplemented with the daily quoted data about development of
S&P 500 index, stock market index based on market capitalization of 500 large
companies listed on either NYSE or NASDAQ. In the following analysis, we denote time variable in days to unite the two series included. Totally, a data sample
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of size 590 was obtained, which can be considered to be large enough to be able
to rely on asymptotical inference.

4.3

Methodology

In order to uncover the possible relationship between volume of searches for specific previously selected term and stock market moves, impact of relative changes
in searching volume on changes of S&P in the subsequent period is analysed.
More precisely, in order to analyze changes in information gathering behavior the following formula for searching volume is used :

∆n(t, ∆t) = n(t) − N (t, ∆t)
where N(t, ∆t) = (n(t − 7) + n(t − 14) + . . . + n(t − 7.∆t))/∆t

During our analysis we use ∆t = 5.
(Multiples of seven are included in order to consolidate later time labeling with
S&P index, which is quoted daily.)

Such formula employs five preceding weeks in evaluating the change in
searching volume - for each term, five realizations of its search volume time series
are averaged. Model incorporating such formula captures rather a longer lasting,
gradual change of searching volume and is less prone to be heavily affected by
sudden fluctuations which do not necessarily reflect public sentiment.
To investigate whether such changes in searching volume as captured by
Google Trends data are related to future changes in the price of S&P index,
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method of ordinary least squares could be implemented to estimate following
model:
S&Pt − S&Pt−1 = α +

P18

i=1

βi .(∆nwordi (t − 1, ∆t)) + t

(1)

Where ∆nwordi is relative change of searching volume for successively
all words from our word list, βi are the coefficients of interest and  is the random
error.
The S&P closing price is indexed on the following day after end of the week
counting the Google Trends searching volume data. Consequently, as searching
volume is included in lagged version towards SP index, there is a scope for examination of predictive power. If relationship between such variables is discovered,
an opportunity to take advantage of such relationship and implement trading strategy based on Google Trends data arises.
In order to implement method of ordinary least squares, assumptions needed
to ensure estimators to be at least consistent must be checked.
First of all, as some of our terms included in the study reflect strictly pessimistic and some strictly optimistic sentiment of public, multicollinearity among
two separate groups of regressors could be an issue. As expected, correlation matrix reveals some positive correlation among terms reflecting negative sentiment
(Table A.1). Words with rather positive or at least neutral financial sentiment
such as investment, stock or profit are, contrary to the plain logic, also positively
correlated with crisis or recession. This can be possibly explained by the theory
that during the periods of mounting concern about economic and financial future,
general importance of information gathering process increases and people in the
internet environment are attempting to increase their awareness by searching for
finance related terms. Correlation among regressors is however not too high to
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endanger consistency of OLS estimators.
Secondly, we want to evaluate whether variables included in the model
are stationary, as non-stationary data cannot be meaningfully modeled without a
threat to discover spurious relationship between variables. A process xt is said
to be weakly stationary (weak stationarity is usually considered due to its easier
interpretation and validation) if following conditions are cumulatively fulfilled.
Firstly E(xt ) is constant in time. Secondly, Var(xt ) is also constant. Lastly, for
any t, h ≥ 1 Cov(xt , xt+h ) depends only on h and not t.
So, process is weakly stationary if its first and second moments are time
invariant. Many economic and financial series is prone to non-stationary behavior
for a variety of reasons - time trending or cyclical behavior being some of them.
Figure A.1 in appendix shows a variety of processes that are non-stationary. Capturing the development of S&P index and comparing it to the previously mentioned visual examples of non-stationary processes, it seems that S&P index is
an example of deterministic trend process and consequently, its non-stationary
(Figure A.2). Fortunately, there is usually and easy solution for such problem taking first differences and including in the model rather these differences than the
original series. Graph of series of such differences seems much more promising
(Figure A.3). Conditions (i) - (iii) needed for stationarity appear to be met by the
mere observation. Same conclusion can be made when depicting relative change
of searching volume for word debt defined earlier (Figure A.4).
Additionally to examination of graphs of time series, Dickey - Fuller test
can be used to test for the presence of unit root, which leads to non-stationarity
(Dickey & Fuller 1979). Results of Dickey - Fuller test for S&P index, change in
S&P index and relative change in searching volume for word debt are reported in
Table 4.2, Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 included below (assumption about the similar
behavior for the rest of words included in the analysis is made). The possibility
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of S&P index being unit root process cannot be rejected by Dickey-Fuller test,
but it can be rejected for processes of change in S&P index and relative change in
searching volume.

Table 4.2: Dickey - Fuller test for unit root of S&P index
Z(t)

Test statistic

1% crit. value

5% crit. value

10% crit. value

-0.043

-2.333

-1.647

-1.283

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.4830

Table 4.3: Dickey - Fuller test for unit root of change of S&P index
Z(t)

Test statistic

1% crit. value

5% crit. value

10% crit. value

-25.842

-3.430

-2.860

-2.570

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0000

Table 4.4: Dickey - Fuller test for relative change in debt searches
Z(t)

Test statistic

1% crit. value

5% crit. value

10% crit. value

-12.029

-2.333

-1.647

-1.283

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0000

In addition to Dickey - Fuller test we also use Kwiatkowski - Phillips Schmidt - Shin test (KPSS), which under null hypothesis assumes that process is
trend stationary.
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As test statistics for all included lags for both change of S&P index and
relative change of searching volume do not exceed critical values for 5% significance level, we cannot reject that our processes are trend stationary (Table A.2,
Table A.3). Consequently, both series appear to be stationary an their inclusion in
the ordinary least square model (1) should (with other assumptions satisfied) lead
to consistent estimators.
Test for serial correlation reveals a significant relationship between residuals and lagged residuals (Table A.4). Specifically, there is a positive (even though
not very high) correlation between errors in one period and errors in the ensuing
period. Serial correlation does not affect unbiasedness or consistency of OLS estimators, but it does affect their efficiency. With positive correlation, OLS estimates
of the standard errors are smaller than the true standard errors and consequently,
the null hypothesis about insignificancy of variables can be rejected in cases it
should not be rejected. In order to deal with such problem, Newey - West standard errors are computed. Newey - West standard errors handle error structure
which is autocorrelated up to some lag (up to first lag in our case) and possibly
heteroscedastic (Wooldridge 2012).
Lastly, validity of assumption of homoscedasticity is evaluated by standard Breusch – Pagan test, which assumes under null hypothesis that variance of
disturbances is constant (Wooldridge 2012). As statistic is high enough to reject
the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity, heteroscedasticity seems to be an issue
(Table A.5). Newey - West standard errors can handle heteroscedastic errors, so
there is no need to additionally alter the model.
Following the validation of Gauss – Markov assumptions as above, the
ordinary least square model (1) is estimated with Newey - West errors, as there is
suspicion of heteroscedasticity and serial correlation.
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Estimated coefficients for each word denoting changes in searching volume are presented in Table 4.5:

Table 4.5: Coefficients from OLS regression with all words
word
coefficient std.error P < t
investment

1.012

0.546

0.064

crisis

-0.909

0.698

0.193

debt

-0.665

0.325

0.041

recession

-0.875

0.301

0.004

bankruptcy

-0.367

0.259

0.156

unemployment

-0.246

0.379

0.517

inflation

-0.067

0.278

0.809

stocks

0.181

0.377

0.631

profit

-0.195

0.314

0.535

default

-0.098

0.438

0.824

earnings

0.187

0.100

0.063

speculation

0.003

0.164

0.984

instability

0.180

0.182

0.323

hyperinflation

0.080

0.117

0.488

embargo

0.487

0.306

0.112

crash

-0.078

0.198

0.693

meltdown

-0.201

0.189

0.288

depression

-0.018

0.337

0.958

Only variables debt, recession, bankruptcy, earnings and investment are
evaluated as statistically significant and variables embargo, crisis, unemployment,
inflation, stocks, profit, default, speculation, instability, hyperinflation, crash, meltdown and depression do not seem to have much predictive power in estimating
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future developments of S&P index.
Consequently, backward stepwise estimation is realized to eliminate variables with little power in explaining changes in S&P index. Backward stepwise
estimation works in the following order:
The dependent variable is regressed on all independent variables. If any independent variables are evaluated as insignificant (at some previously chosen significance level) the one variable with smallest contribution in explaining dependent
variables is dropped (the one with smallest semi-partial r-squared or also value of t
statistic). Next, the remaining variables are again regressed on dependent one and
again, the one variable making smallest contribution is dropped. The procedure
continues to the point when all variables are statistically significant at previously
chosen significance level (MRC CBSU 2013).
Resulting model of the impact of changes in information gathering process
on future S&P index obtained by stepwise estimation with 15% significance level
is described in the following section. Additionally, some contemplation about
why some variables were estimated as not statistically significant is given. Last
subsection of this Chapter is devoted to explaining possible strategy based on
the model presented and conclusions about suitability and profitability of such
strategy.
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4.4

Results

Previous analysis has shown that variables expressing the change in the volume
of searches for words debt, recession, bankruptcy, earnings and investment could
have (as the change of searching volume is included in the lagged version towards
changes in S&P index) predictive power for stock market index S&P. Resulting
OLS regression is:

S&Pt − S&Pt−1 = α + β1 .(∆ndebt (t − 1, ∆t)) +
β2 .(∆nrecession (t − 1, ∆t)) + β3 .(∆nbankruptcy (t − 1, ∆t)) +
β4 .(∆nearnings (t − 1, ∆t)) + β5 .(∆ninvestment (t − 1, ∆t)) + t

(2)

The following coefficients are obtained:

Table 4.6: OLS coefficients with words selected by stepwise estimation
word
coefficient standard err. p-value
debt

-0.773

0.299

0.010

recession

-1.051

0.414

0.011

bankruptcy

-0.366

0.235

0.120

earnings

0.192

0.090

0.055

investment

0.680

0.354

0.032

The brief comment about signs of the coefficients seems appropriate –
coefficients for words debt, recession and bankruptcy have all negative sign. This
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is in agreement with expectations about these signs – they all somehow reflect
negative sentiment about economic future. The increase of searching volume for
these terms might indicate greater concerns about future development and such
increase, according to the model, leads on average to the fall of S&P closing
price in the following time period. The relationship of searching volume for term
debt and S&P 500 index is shown in the Figure 4.1 below. Coefficient for words
earnings and investment are positive. This seems also logical, as the word have
positive financial sentiment.

Figure 4.1: Development of S&P index vs. search volume for word debt

Searching volume in one week for variables including unemployment, inflation, depression or profit has not been evaluated as indicator of the increase or
decrease of S&P index in the ensuing day. Even though these terms clearly have
direct relation to the economic or financial conditions, changes in the searches for
such terms do not seem to be indicators of the mounting concerns or optimism
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about individual and public well-being.
Following the evaluation of statistical significance for each of the term,
above mentioned OLS regression is utilized in order to design simple trading strategy. We implement this strategy in the following way:
If the predicted value for particular week is lower than zero (changes in the searching volume indicate future fall in S&P index) we sell S&P index at the closing
price on the first trading day of the week and buy S&P index at the actual price at
the end of the first trading day following week (we enter short position).
Alternatively, if the predicted value is greater than zero (changes indicate future
rise in S&P index), we buy S&P index at the closing price on the first trading day
of the week and sell S&P index at the actual price at the end of the first trading
day following week (we enter long position). Strategy is depicted in the following
Figure 4.2:

Figure 4.2: Diagram capturing the trading strategy based on our model

Setting the value of portfolio to value 1, we can examine cumulative return
of our strategy – if we enter a short position, the cumulative return changes by
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log(p(t)) log(p(t + 1)). Alternatively for a long position, the cumulative return
changes by log(p(t + 1)) log(p(t)). In the analysis of profitability of our portfolio,
we neglect transaction fees, which are not very high due to the fact that maximum
number of transactions per year is 104.
Profit can be made, if at least some future changes in the value of SP index
are correctly anticipated. It is however important to note that it is not crucial to
anticipate correctly the majority of changes, but rather to anticipate correctly large
market movements. During such periods it is extremely important to implement
the right strategy. Figure 4.3 shows the development of cumulative return of our
trading strategy. The total cumulative return 174% is quite higher than how much
a classic buy and hold strategy would have yielded. From the graph, we can also
observe that the strategy did quite well during the financial crisis, and the above
mentioned need for good trading decisions during periods of increased volatility
is satisfied.

Figure 4.3: Cumulative return of our strategy and buy&hold strategy
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Finally, the comparison of the results with the previously published research paper by Preis and his colleagues should be made.
Approach of Preis and his colleagues was more direct. Their strategy was
based solely on the changes of the searching volume of one specific term. For
example, using the word debt, he would sell the DJIA (Dow Jones Industrial Average) at the closing price on the first trading day and buy DJIA at the end of the
first trading day following week if the change of searching volume was positive
(that is web users increased their search queries for word debt). If this change of
searching volume was negative, he implemented the opposite strategy.
The total profit yielded by this strategy calculated using 98 different ranges
significantly and the highest value 326% is for the word debt. This is quite higher
than the profit yielded by our trading strategy.
It is however important to remind the goal we set before designing our
trading strategy at the start of the chapter. It is not to necessarily maximize the
profit, but to maintain relatively large profit (at least larger than the profit yielded
by buy and hold strategy) in the presence of various events affecting the development of the stock market. Keeping track of the searching volume of the word debt
and implementing strategy based on changes of this volume has proven to be great
strategy since the financial crisis was largely result of the mounting both public
and private debt and the complex chains of debt between counterparts were very
vulnerable to the changes of environment.
The total profit 174% over the decade is quite impressive if it is sustainable and characterized by low volatility to potential different sources of economic
recessions. The strategy based on larger amount of words and their searching volume should be more robust to different developments and historical events. The
sample of words used in this thesis is to some extent arbitrary and further analysis
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of different samples suggest itself. Also, tests of such strategies based on longer
time period seem important to be able to really claim that it stands the test of time.
In one final concluding sentence, both studies conducted by Preis and his
team and study presented in this thesis have shown that Google Trends offer, with
proper caution, the insight into changes in the information gathering efforts and
consequently can serve as a predictor tool for stock market movements.

5

Online News Sentiment Analysis

The fifth chapter of this thesis is devoted to presenting motivation for online news
sentiment analysis, description of the process and its applicability on the stock
market prediction and outlining possible shortcomings of trading strategies based
on such approach.

5.1

Motivation for Online News Sentiment Analysis

It is quite natural that news items have significant impact on the stock indices
and prices. News about not only economic or financial, but also political, social
and other events or conditions shape the way how people receiving such news
perceive the current state of the world. Stock market is a living organism where
participants of the market have direct impact on the price and their decision to
buy or sell specific stock is based on all information available to them, including news. Additionally, many of such events directly affect the conditions under
which the specific company listed on the stock market operates and change the
future prospects.
Even though relevancy of news to developments of stock market is hardly
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deniable, the question whether publicly available information released at any time
can be employed by individual market participant to gain abnormal return remains debatable. Efficient Market Hypothesis suggests that all publicly available
information is reflected in stock prices and consequently, no abnormal returns are
achievable by the use of such information (Fama 1970). Contradictory Underreaction Hypothesis must be mentioned. Undrreaction Hypothesis claims that, after
release of some news, security prices are not immediately adjusted in the appropriate size and consequently, there is a post-news price drift (Hong & Stein 1999).
Second subsection of this chapter presents a small study examining whether markets really absorb information so quickly or whether there is a scope for stock
market prediction based on publicly available news and basically explores the validity of these two hypothesis.
The third subsection is devoted to description of various tasks which need
to be completed in order to implement successfully algorithmic news sentiment
analysis. News analysis performed by computers becomes natural part of activities preceding trading decision, as financial analysts or traders who are eager to
employ news items in their analysis face two major challenges. The first challenge
arises when attempting to select relevant news items in the vast and still increasing amount of text data available on the internet. According to the OECD report
published in 2010, proportion of people aged 16-74 accessing online newspapers
reached 57% in the United States and since then further increment of this proportion is realistic (OECD 2010). It is natural that news publisher acknowledge such
trends and shift its attention to online news publishing. The second challenge is
to evaluate at least direction and ideally the size of the impact of such news item
on the analyzed stock price and to do so in the quickest way possible, preferably
before any other participant of the market realizes such news. The complexity of
tasks described above opens space for the implementation of computers in such
process.
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5.2

Evaluating Prediction Power of Online News

Two conditions need to be met to ensure that computational sentiment analysis is
appropriate for stock market prediction. Firstly, the news itself must be a good
predictor of future stock price movements. That is, publicly released information
about particular company can serve as a leading indicator for changes of its stock
prices. The second condition is that procedures and algorithms of high enough
quality exist to analyze such news items computationally. News sentiment must
be detected by computers and subsequently strategy for trading based on such
sentiment can be implemented.
This subsection is exploring the validity of the first condition. Examination whether publicly released news provide some information about future, yet
to be realized changes of stock prices, revolves around two previously mentioned
hypotheses. Efficient Market Hypothesis exists in three forms:
(i) Weak Efficiency implies that market is efficient in the sense that it reflects all
market information. Specifically, past rate of returns are independent of future
rate of returns and examination of market history (technical analysis) provides no
useful information for stock market prediction.
(ii) Semi-strong efficiency implies that market reflect all publicly available information. That is, stock prices adjust quickly to absorb information and investors
cannot benefit over and above the market by using such information.
(iii) Strong efficiency implies that market reflects all information both public and
private. Given that, no investor is able to continually profit above an average investor even if he is given new information (Investopedia 2014)
For the purposes of this thesis, semi-strong efficiency is considered and its
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validity tested in the following analysis. If valid, body of news items related to
specific company should have no explanatory power in the future rates of returns.
Hypothesis of underreaction is considered as contradictory to Efficient Market
Hypothesis. Underreaction hypothesis acknowledges that information from publicly released news is immediately incorporated in the stock price, but not completely. The underestimation of significance of particular news item related to
company leads to further subsequent changes in the stock price - if the news is
good, price keeps trending up after initial positive change, if the news is bad,
price continues to decrease after initial negative move (Ikenberry, Lakonishok &
Vermalen 1994).
In order to evaluate validity of these hypothesis, database of 312 news
pieces related to company Apple which is gathered from Google Finance and Yahoo Finance in January 2015 is examined. News from these two sources, which
are generally accepted as very reliable, are sorted by date and manually classified
as either positive, neutral or negative. It is important to note that such classification is surely prone to some subjectivity and classification realized by other person
could lead to slightly different conclusion. This step involves a lot of simplification, as it assumes that news analysis based solely on sorting of news pieces by
direction (positive vs. negative sentiment) and not size of the estimated impact is
valid approximation of the reality. Below in Table 5.1 is a sample of data resulting
from such classification:

Table 5.1: Classification of news items
date
positive neutral negative
January 6

7

2

1

January 7

6

3

4

January 8

7

3

0
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Once such classification is obtain for each date included in the analysis,
sentiment scoring can be calculated for each date to capture the overall optimism
or pessimism of online media towards Apple. In this thesis, such formula for
sentiment scoring calculation is employed:
SentimentScoringt =

P ositivet −N egativet
P ositivet +N egativet

In order to visualize if news sentiment relates to the future stock movements,
graph of sentiment scoring averaged for past three days and the stock prices is
included below. Such averaged scoring captures rather longer trend of sentiment
change:

Figure 5.1: Apple stock price vs. averaged sentiment scoring
Figure 5.1 shows potential correlation, we can observe that spikes in the sentiment
scoring are followed by the spikes in the stock prices and alternatively such relationship is observed for falls in sentiment scoring.
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In order to evaluate whether news sentiment could be used as a leading
indicator for future changes in stock prices, following Ordinary least square model
could be estimated:
Pt − Pt−1 = α +

Pk

i=1

βi .(sentimentt−i ) + t

Where k is an integer denoting number of lags of sentiment scoring which
have potential relationship with change of Apple price and for the purposes of this
simple analysis with small sample is set to 5.
The fact that sentiment scoring is included in the lagged version towards
changes of Apple stock prices suggests the possibility of utilizing such model in
prediction. Before running such regression, validation of underlying assumptions
is needed.
Firstly, series of change of Apple stock price and series of sentiment scoring are graphically captured to assess visually whether we are dealing with stationary processes. Including non-stationary processes could lead us to finding spurious relationship and such regression would be hardly trustworthy, as described in
the section Google Trends example. Fortunately, observation of graphs leads to
conclusion that series are probably stationary (Figure A.5, Figure A.6). Dickey
- Fuller test for both series shown in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 corroborate such
conclusion:

Table 5.2: Dickey - Fuller test for change of Apple stock price
Z(t)

Test statistic

1% crit. value

5% crit. value

10% crit. value

-4.189

-3.716

-2.986

-2.624

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0007
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Table 5.3: Dickey - Fuller test for sentiment
Z(t)

Test statistic

1% crit. value

5% crit. value

10% crit. value

-6.243

-3.709

-2.983

-2.623

MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0000

Same as for Google Trends example, we also use Kwiatkowski - Phillips
- Schmidt - Shin test (KPSS) test. Value of test statistic for both change of Apple
stock price series and for sentiment series does not exceed critical value for 5%
significance level and subsequently, we cannot reject null hypothesis under which
processes are trend stationary (Table A.6, Table A.7).
Additionally, model is tested for the presence of the serial correlation
among error terms. Computing Newey - West robust errors in the case relationship
between error term in one time period and error term in the adjacent time period
increases efficiency of the estimators. As this test does not indicate presence of
serial correlation, there is no need to include Newey - West standard errors (Table
A.8).
Also, we use Breusch - Pagan test for heteroscedasticity (Table A.9). Null
hypothesis of homoscedasticity cannot be rejected at any conventional significance level.
Lastly, as we have small sample consisting of only 32 observations, we
need to validate assumption about normality of disturbances. Figure 5.2 below
presents histogram of residuals:
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Figure 5.2: Histogram of residuals from OLS model
We can observe that residuals could very roughly follow normal distribution. Additionally, we perform Shapiro - Wilk test for normality of residuals.
As p-value does not exceed critical value for 5% significance level, normality of
residuals assumed under null hypothesis cannot be rejected (Table A.10).
Following the validation of assumptions above, (3) is estimated by Ordinary Least Square model. Coefficient, standard errors and p-values of different
sentiment lags included in the equation are included in the Table 5.4 below:
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Table 5.4: Output of regression of stock price change on sentiment lags
sentiment lag

coefficient

standard err.

p-value

1

-0.978

1.146

0.511

2

2.228

1.262

0.092

3

2.794

1.205

0.031

4

2.013

1.256

0.124

5

2.129

1.347

0.129

Additionally, as we can see from results of the F-test for joint significance
of regressors in Table 5.5, lagged variables of sentiment scoring are jointly significant in explaining future movements of Apple stock price (we are able to reject
the null hypothesis that all coefficients equal zero on 5% significance level).

Table 5.5: Result of F-test for joint significance of sentiment scoring
Test statistic

1% crit. value

5% crit. value

10% crit. value

2.80

2.14

2.68

4.04

F (5,21)

p-value for F statistic = 0.0432

All signs of coefficients except for the first lag are as expected positive.
The first lag of sentiment has very high p-value and no major concerns should be
made about its negative sign. Otherwise, the coefficients of sentiment variables
are positive as expected - higher sentiment scoring leads on average to higher increments of Apple stock price and alternatively decrease in sentiment leads on
average to the fall of stock price. Figure 5.3 depicts lag distribution with confidence intervals:
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Figure 5.3: Lag distribution with confidence intervals
The third lag has highest both sign and t-statistic and the maximum effect
of news item seems to be reached third day after release. This conclusion is in
contradiction to Efficient Market Hypothesis which, as stated before, claims that
all publicly available information is incorporated in the stock price immediately
after release. Results of our model support rather underreaction hypothesis as it
seems that initial reaction to both positive and negative news is too low and is
followed by additional adjustment in the following days.
Such conclusion is favourable for the prediction possibilities. Values of
sentiment scoring in the past could be used to build a trading strategy - buy stocks
of company if sentiment scoring rises and sell if it falls. However, such conclusions should be confirmed by a study of larger scope, including longer time period
and perhaps even greater number of reliable sources of news. Main target of small
study included in this section was to examine whether news items have impact on
the stock price and test the validity of two above mentioned hypotheses.
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5.3

Process of Sentiment Analysis

This section is devoted to second challenge of sentiment analysis as outlined earlier - the need to teach computers how to process news items automatically and
interpret information contained in such news with high precision.
Previous chapters have provided some insight into the methods of finding
sentiment from static text such as reviews. For the purposes of stock market prediction, analysis of dynamic data sources, such as online news stories and blogs,
is needed – we need to keep track of the time when these news are published in
order to analyse impacts on stock price properly.
As mentioned before, a variety of news can potentially affect the stock
price of some company of interest. The evaluation of impact of such news (political, social events) can be however extremely demanding even for well trained
professional financial analyst. For these reasons, we focus on the evaluation of
financial news directly related to specific company. Analysis of sentiment of general economic or political news and evaluation of its probable impact is a challenging and very intriguing task, but surpasses ambitions of this thesis.
Resources of such news include Yahoo Finance, Bloomberg Business,
Google Finance etc. All these web portals are characterized by high reliability
and are used on the daily basis by the great majority of financial analysts and
traders involved in stock market environment.
In this thesis, we provided example of using Google Finance as a resource
for sentiment analysis. Google Finance is a website launched in 2006 featuring
business and enterprise headlines for corporations list on the stock market, including their financial decisions and major news events. Website provides a list of
news headlines sortable by date or relevancy, as shown in the following Table 5.6:
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Table 5.6: Example of Google Finance News

Once such a reliable source of financial news is established, there is a need
to create corpus aggregating news related to a chosen company. This corpus typically includes time stamp, heading, source, author and short description. For the
purposes of further evaluation of the sentiment of the news, either just headlines,
the filtered text or the whole text can be used.
The outcome of previous steps is a set of news items sorted by time. This
pieces of information should be already relevant and usable in the context of stock
market prediction. However, a crucial step of deciding whether the sentiment of
the news is positive or negative, and consequently whether the expected move of
stock price is upward or downward, is yet to be made.
This step usually involves decomposition of the sentence to words, identifying the polarity of these words and scoring the whole text as positive or negative.
Approach involving decomposition of sentence and treating words as independent
parts is called ”bag of words” approach. Polarity involves assigning either positive, neutral or negative sentiment to each word comprising the headlines of news
pieces related to Apple company. Sorting words in such way and neglecting the
degree of positive or negative sentiment is an easy, but frequently used approach.
Table 5.7 below shows the example of using such approach on five news pieces
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relating to Apple company gathered from Google Finance :

Table 5.7: Financial news related to Apple company

Even the small sample of news pieces reveals an inherent problem with the
sentiment analysis of the text performed by the computer and simplified scripts –
an important context is often lost by decomposition of the sentence.
In our example, the second headline was evaluated as negative, while the
overall news is positive and speaks about incredible revenues Apple has earned
during a last quarter. Our simplified classification althogether omits the negative
in the third sentence and reverses the sentiment. In total, our mechanism estimates
correctly only three out of five sentiments uncovered in the news pieces.
Bag of words approach fails when the word with the positive or negative
sentiment is preceded by not“ or other negative word. It also fails to recognize
sentiment concealed in a more complex phrases. Treating words constituting the
sentence as independent might be for reasons above seen by many as oversimplifying assumption causing a drastic drop in accuracy. This flaw can be treated by
including bigrams or alternatively n – grams instead of unigrams, that is to apply
sentiment analysis on a pair or a sequence of a word rather than on single word.
Complex methods of text analysis try to discern between holder of the sentiment 47

the person making statement and the target - entity about which statement is being
made (Kim, Hovy 2006), capture grammatical dependency relations by parsing of
the text (Day, Haque 2008) or employ knowledge about typical semantic networks
(Cambria, Hussain 2012).
Surprisingly, such complex methods do not necessarily lead to higher precision of the algorithms. The exact rate of precision of the algorithms needed to
satisfactorily conduct computational sentiment analysis is moreover still debatable. Mark Thomas, the CEO of Lexalytics – company which focuses on applicability of algorithmic news analysis on stock market trading, claims that even
human beings dont agree on sentiment of news article more than about 85% of
time (Byrne, 2011). Some estimate this precision to be even lower, about 70-80%
(Ruiz – Martinez, Valencia – Garcia & Garcia – Sánchez, 2012). Consequently,
algorithms need not necessarily aim at achieving 100% accuracy and can be of
great use when achieving more that human threshold. Still, such accuracy is quite
impressive and the question whether it is achievable is crucial for the continuation
of such efforts.
Algorithm developed by Chowdhury, Routh and Chakrabarti were able to
determine precisely sentiment of 330 out of 383 positive news pieces and 132
out of 276 negative news pieces, yielding total accuracy of algorithm equal to
70,1 percentage (Chowdhury, Routh Chakrabarti 2014). J. Perkins summarizes
features of algorithms for text sentiment analysis in the following way (Perkins
2010):
(i) Nearly every text that is positive is correctly identified as such, there are very
few false negatives in the class of positive texts.This metrics is known as positive
recall.
(ii) Given the texts that are classified as positive, only about 65% of them is really
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positive. This fairly poor precision leads to 35% false positives. This metrics is
called positive precision.
(iii)Text which is identified as negative is in about 96% really negative, there are
very few false positives in the negative text class. This metrics is called negative
precision.
(iv) A high percentage of negative texts is incorrectly classified as positive (52%
in the Perkins example). Metrics called negative recall is therefore 48%.
Below is table summarizing the accuracy of such text analysis algorithm. Algorithms employing bag of words approach depend mostly on the same or very
similar classifiers of word sentiment and is therefore similar for a larger samples:

Table 5.8: Summary of metrics for sentiment precision
metrics
value
positive precision

0.65

positive recall

0.98

negative precision

0.96

negative recall

0.48

Source: www.streamhacker.com
Precision 70% is already very close to the desired threshold of precision
achieved by human. Precision of sentiment evaluation realized by human actors
depends of course on the complexity of texts that are being evaluated. Bing Liu
and his team from University of Illinois at Chicago reported that they did not found
a lot of disagreement when participants of the study evaluated sentiment of product reviews (Grimes 2010). On the other hand, 18% disagreement was found by
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Wiebe, Wilson and Hoffmann in the study where participant evaluated sentiment
behind political news. Proper interpretation of financial news and their impact
does require at least reasonable level of knowledge about finance and higher rate
of disagreement is likely to be present among human actors. Precision achieved
by algorithms might be as well satisfactory for the applicability on stock market
prediction.

6

Conclusion

This bachelor thesis focused on the sentiment analysis and its applicability to stock
market prediction. Firstly, the theoretical background was presented. Description
of different tools and sources for sentiment analysis was provided and additionally,
brief history of a field was outlined together with summary of selected previous
research.
In the next section, example of implementing Google Trends in the prediction of S&P 500 index was presented. Out of 18 search terms related to finance
or economy, 5 terms was identified as a leading indicator of the future changes in
S&P price. Google Trends appear to capture change in the information gathering
process and examination of these changes might reveal upcoming swings in the
stock market.
Strategy based on changes in the searching volume for these 5 terms was
designed and implementation of such strategy on historical data ranging from
2004 to 2014 yielded cumulative return 174%, which is much higher than return of the buy and hold strategy. It is less than cumulative return of strategy
based solely on searching volume for term debt which was implemented earlier
by Preis and his team, but strategy designed in this thesis should be more robust
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in the presence of various economic events and conditions due to its reliance on
multiple search terms rather than just one.
Previous section explored whether there is a possibility to use publicly
available information to predict stock market. More precisely, whether news related to Apple company at some point reveal some information about its future
stock price in the future. The validity of Efficient Market Hypothesis and Underreaction Hypothesis is evaluated using sample of 312 news items from Google
Finance and Yahoo Finance. Our sample indicates that information revealed in
news is not immediately completely incorporated in the stock price and the subsequent adjustment occurs in the following days. This opens space for using such
information in the stock market prediction.
Lastly, process of computational sentiment analysis is described, including extraction of information and subsequent assessment of polarity of the text.
Common approach called bag of words is presented and the various metrics for
determining precision of such approach are included. Recent studies show that
precision of sentiment analysis performed by computers quickly approaches precision of sentiment analysis performed by human actors. This creates opportunity
to employ algorithms for sentiment analysis in the process of making trading decisions.
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